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Forward

Steve Hutchens, Morgan Owners Group Northwest Historian
Marv Coulthard has assembled a masterpiece. He set out to tell the story of G. B. Sterne’s long history with Morgan
and of his racing success with the marque and accomplished these tasks very well. I believe, however, that Marv has
accomplished more than he set out to do when he started collecting stories and photos of GB.
As I worked on transitioning the vast content Marv assembled from website format to book form, I realized that the
story of George Beatty Sterne is the story of a man cut from different cloth. GB, as most people referred to him, was
an icon of the sports car racing world, but he was also a man who pursued his passion with uncommon intensity
and focus. Together with his wife Lydia, they formed a team that gives the story added depth.
GB’s story is one of racing in another era, when cars were driven to the track, raced, then driven home. His story
will be of interest not only to the Morgan community of the Pacific Northwest but also to enthusiasts everywhere
who enjoy reading about rugged individualists who make a mark on the world. I hope readers will enjoy these stories and see the man behind them and the woman who supported him. GB was a giant of his time, and we thank
Marv Coulthard for bringing all of this material together.

Chapter 1
George Beatty Sterne: A Life of Racing Stories
George Beatty Sterne was a well-known icon of sports
car history in the Pacific Northwest. Everyone called him
“GB.”
My first recollection of GB is watching him race at
Westwood back in the early 1960s. Westwood was the
Sports Car Club of British Columbia’s famous race track
of 1.8 miles, up and down and around the hillside in North
Coquitlam.
I owned a Triumph TR3 at the time and soon learned
that the Morgan GB was driving could run rings around
the Triumph. “Damn,” I said, “I don’t get it. It has the
same engine.” Now in later life, I have driven both cars
and well understand the reasons why.
I remember GB at one of the Sunday races when there
was a “Le Mans” start. The flag was dropped and the drivers all ran across the track to their cars parked diagonally
at the side of the track in their poll positions. GB was in
the 3rd or 4th row. As the other drivers leaped in their
cars, started their engines and left in a cloud of smoke, GB
was still standing there, deliberately searching the pockets
of his racing suit for his keys. He was the last to pull out of
the pits, but he finished in first place. Such is the racing
career of GB Sterne.
For the past several years I have been collecting stories
of George Beatty Sterne and this book tells his story.
When I asked around of friends and members of our Morgan club for stories of GB, one of my early replies was,
“There are more G. B. Sterne stories than spokes on all
four wheels of a Morgan.”
He was right, and these stories are both entertaining and
tell us a lot about George Beatty Sterne. With so many
stories, let’s start our GB saga by delving back through
some old newspaper clippings and race programs.

1959

Westwood 1959

From a Vancouver Newspaper dated July 1959:
Over-exuberant driver misses the hairpin in his
Morgan sports car Sunday in one of seven races
held at the opening day of the Sports Car Club of
B.C.’s Westwood Racing circuit. More than 18,000
spectators turned out to see the racing at the new
$120,000 track in Coquitlam.

First drivers’ meeting at Westwood, July 1959

1962

Sterne’s Garage advertisement 1962

1963
Four photos from Western Wheel Magazine, Sep. 1963

Consistent D Production winner each year,
George Sterne is after the C Production championship for 1963 in the Morgan. Fine driving determination and with his wife as pit manager, George
and the Morgan are hard to beat.

Ron Moscrop looses a wheel
in the Hairpin at Westwood
(4) G. B. Sterne, Sidney - Morgan SS
(58) Ron Moscrop, Vancouver - Elva
(66) R. Harness, Spokane - MGA
(220) Chuck Blaylock, N. Vancouver - Lotus 18

Lydia Lays down the Law: Mrs. George Sterne of
the Victoria Motor Sport Club explains certain
rules concerning novice requirements. Husband
George listens intently.

Fall 1963: GB wins ICSCC
Championship Class D Production for 1963

◄ From a Westwood
race day program in
1963

Follow the Leader - George Sterne
leads a Corvette and a Porsche

Ron Moscrop Takes Top Car Club Honour
The Sports Car Club of B.C. Tuesday named its top
drivers for 1963. Ron Moscrop was named sportsman of
the year and received the Pat Piggot trophy.
Over-all production class winner was Deter Moennich;
over-all modified winner, George Sterne.
Winners by class:
Production Class: (GT) John Razelle; (C) George Sterne;
(D) Chuck McKaig; (E) Charles Barratt; (F) Deter
Moennich; (G) Dave Ogiloy; (H) Dave Marshall and
(I) Rudy Von Hertzberg
Modified Class: (C) John Razelle; (D) Gordie McMillan;
(E) George Sterne; (F) Mike Proctor; (G) Ken Finnigan
Formula Junior Class: (1) Eric Faulks; (2) J. Stanley
Brown; (3) Peter Ray
Compact Class: (1) Norman Cousins; (2) Pete Heater;
(3) Mike Scriabin
Ladies Class: Karen Hall

der a continual downpour.
The two Vancouver drivers, who equally shared five
hours of driving, topped the field of 26 entries, eight of
which failed to finish. The Sterne-Ogilvy entry jockeyed
into their lead at the three hour mark after early leader
Jerry Bruihl of Portland called it quits when his Lotus developed engine problems. Bruihl’s exit put the Morgan
team in second place but only for a short while, as Sterne
sailed past Corvette driver Jim Reese who found his big
American mount difficult to handle on the slippery track.
In winning, Sterne and Ogilvy travelled 311.4 miles,
averaging 64 mph. Jim Reese failed to threaten after loosing his brief lead and settled for second place, five laps off
the pace. John Lye and Joe Cunningham of Nanaimo
nailed down third spot with their TR Special, one lap behind Reese. Dan McMahon and Bob Rinde, both of Portland and driving an Alfa, finished fourth.
[See Dave Ogilvy’s memories of GB and of this race on
page 14.]

1964
Sterne Shares Bows In Twilight Race
Vancouver Sun
September 1964
Veteran George Sterne, the man who has never missed a
race at Westwood, and newcomer Dave Ogilvy pooled
their driving talents Saturday to take the fourth annual
Twilight Endurance race at Westwood. The Vancouver
pair, driving a Morgan, covered 173 laps and 311.4 miles
during the grueling five hour race, held during a continual
downpour. They averaged 64 miles per hour.
Sterne and Ogilvy equally shared the driving chores and
beat 26 other entries, eight of which failed to finish. The
winners jockeyed their way into the lead after three hours
when early leader, Jerry Bruihl of Portland, called it quits
after his Lotus-Osca developed engine trouble.
Moments later, Sterne fled past Corvette driver Jim
Reese of Seattle who found his bigger vehicle harder to
handle on the slippery track.
Reese, who never threatened after loosing his brief lead,
settled for second place, five laps off the pace. John Lye
and Joe Cunningham finished third in their TR Special.
The race was the last of the 1964 season at Westwood.
The Rain No Pain to Them
The Vancouver Province
September 1964
Veteran racer George Sterne, the man who has never
missed a race at Westwood, and newcomer Dave Ogilvy
parlayed their driving talent to take the fourth annual five
hour endurance event at Westwood on Saturday. The pair
racked up 173 miles in the twilight race that was held un-

◄ Race driver
G. B. Sterne, who
leads the conference
standings in two
divisions, pilots his
Morgan SS
in the Sun Fall
Trophy races Sunday
at Westwood

▼ GB on the
Track at Westwood

GB is in the second row beside the Corvette

1968
A page from the program at the
Edmonton Speedway in the summer of 1968

Stirling Moss visits with Miss Westwood
and GB in 1965

#4 George (‘GB’) Sterne—Burnaby, B.C.

In the pits at Westwood: GB is in pit #4 on the left (see
white box). In pit #1 is Jim Murray’s Plus 4 SS, car #10.

GB is in the lower left, almost out of the photo.

The team of “GB” and Lydia Sterne are by no means
strangers on the Edmonton scene. Now residents of B.C.,
George was raised and educated here in Edmonton. He
served three years with the Edmonton Police Department
until the Second World War broke out. It was then “GB”
found his place in the Royal Canadian Navy.
After the war, the Sternes moved to the west coast and
took up residence in Burnaby. In 1952 George purchased
his first sports car, an MG TD, and started his career in the
art of sports car driving. Going full force into the racing
sport, he was granted the Western Canadian Distributorship for the Morgan Motor Company of England. By 1957
he was the proud driver of a Morgan himself.
Since that time, “GB” has bagged 247 assorted racing
trophies and gained some of the most coveted titles in the
sport. Lydia, his wife, has handled the wrenches for the
operation while George does the driving, quite a dedicated
team you must agree!

At the present time, this 55 year old track veteran is the
Novice License Director for the International Conference
of Sports Car Clubs, and wife Lydia does the record keeping for the Novice Programme.
Our hats are off to you George and Lydia, and thanks
for taking the time to come up and see Edmonton and the
new racing complex here at Speedway Park.

1972
Dream Car Comes to Anxious Tom
The Fabulous Morgan Motor Car
By Tom Rossiter
Photos by Patrick Demwell
Vancouver Sun, September 8th, 1972

I always wanted a Morgan of my very own. Trouble
was, people keep asking outrageous prices for them. There
are about 50 Morgans on the Lower Mainland of B.C., and
not many more in the rest of the country.
They have not been imported into this country since
1970. Many people want one. Few are willing to sell. It’s a
simple question of supply and demand. If you’re selling a
Morgan, you don’t bother paying for a classified ad listing

all kinds of special equipment. Two words are all you
need: “Morgan. Call 000-0000.” The ad I saw was unusually comprehensive: “1966 Morgan call 000-0000.”
One of the advantages (maybe the only one) of being a
reporter is that you see the classifieds in The Sun’s threestar edition before almost anybody else in the city. I called
000-0000. I was at the address five minutes later.
When you are considering buying a Morgan you do not
kick the tires, and you do not ask how the engine is. You
are polite. Always remember, if you appear, well, unacceptable, unworthy of the sacred trust of owning a Morgan, your friend might decide to sell it to somebody else.
You do not bargain. Both you and he know he will get
his price. Chances are he is asking more than he paid for it,
or about the same if the car has been allowed to deteriorate.
Any information he volunteers about the condition of
the car is a bonus. You greet almost with relief the disclosure that the oil hasn’t been changed in recent memory.
“Thank God he told me,” you think. You ask him, politely,
if he will please take you for a test drive.
It has been said that it is not the springs that flea as a
Morgan is driven. The frame bends. Morgan springs are
said to be so stiff you carry pieces of rubber for passengers
to insert between their teeth before setting off.
The seats don’t help. They are plywood. No springs. No
foam rubber. There are inner tubes inside leather cushions,
and you inflate to suit.
From the cockpit, all you see is a great long bonnet, well
ventilated with louvers. Below and to the sides are the
sweeping fenders. You can lean out over the cutaway
doors, past the running board and touch the ground. You
could even touch the road with your elbows, although it is
recommended that you park the Morgan first.
It is somewhat disconcerting at first to see the doors
flexing against their hinges and banging on the body as
you drive. The car rattles everywhere. You either like this
sort of throb or you don’t. For me, it was love at first sight.
My new Morgan is a 1966 Plus 4 model, powered by a
TR4 engine. With only about 1800 pounds to carry, the
100 horsepower up front make the car a brisk performer.
EEG-393 was raced for four years. George Sterne won
three consecutive production car championships at the
wheel, and its next owner won another.
The paint is chipped now, and we just finished straightening out the rear fenders. The wooden dashboard needs
refinishing. The seatback won’t fit right and the bumpers
are neatly curled into a chrome variation on a Mr. Peter of
the Waldorf creation. The speedometer doesn’t meter. The
driver’s inner tube leaks. The oil filler cap fell off last
night.
But a fellow in a brand-new TR6 asked me how much I
wanted for it, and I finally get respect from Porsche drivers. I’ve always wanted a Ferrari of my very own … and a
chance to visit a real champion!

Fingers gloved in fireproof Nomex gauntlets squeeze
the MGB’s steering wheel, then relax, then drum on the
rim. Out of the cockpit of a Datsun 1600 roadster tumbles
the butt of a last-minute cigarette. An itchy leadfoot in an
aging Alfa 2600 Spider watches his revolution counter
needle jump as he blips the gas pedal. The bright Sunday
sun over Westwood race track is dulled by blue exhaust
fumes.
It is three minutes to race time for production sport cars.
It seems like three hours. The cars are lined up the staging
lane, grouped by class. So the car you must beat is the one
beside you. The drivers are strapped like Kamikaze pilots.
They polish mirrors again, fiddle with their helmets.
Bullfighters call this the most difficult time of all. Now
is when the “waters of nervousness” come. You are buckled into a racing car, covered mouth-to-toes in Nomex and
from the shoulders up in a cylindrical space-type Bell Star
helmet, you cannot relieve yourself of the waters of nervousness.
Race drivers tend to be young men. Only in youth do
you retain the split-second reflexes. Only a young man still
possessed with dreams of glory would place his budding
life between a few inches of rubber on the road and the
mountain pines that ring Westwood’s asphalt.
The countdown to race time continues. There is a
strange silence. All the cars are switched off to save gasoline. Too much gas in the tank is too heavy to be competitive. Too little is worse.
Heat shimmers off the track, blurring the trees beyond
and reflecting the mountains in a mirage on the pavement.
The sun glares off the smooth, polished flanks of the racers
and throws stiletto shafts of light off the streamlined
chrome mirrors. The drivers pull on their helmets. Marie
Leathley unfurls the checkered flag at the start-finish line.
But wait. Where is George Sterne?
Friday afternoon is a quiet time at Sterne Motors, a
small shop just east of Boundary Road, on the Grandview
Highway, Burnaby. A small sign announces Morgan Cars,
and there is a genuine Morgan Plus 8 with only 8,000
miles on it in the showroom window.
Lunchtime extends past 2 p.m. at Sterne’s. In the cool
gloom, old George Sterne, his son Bob, and mechanic

Dave Collis drink coffee and talk about Morgan cars.
Outside the sun beats down and hundreds of cars and
trucks whine by and honk at each other, but inside is a different world. You can open the big doors at each end of
the garage and a refreshing breeze blows through. “Natural
air-conditioning,” George calls it.
“Morgan still makes them like they used to,” the sales
brochure says, and it’s true. The outboard fender wings
sweep gracefully down to running boards below the cutaway doors, the headlamps bug out up front, and the spare
tire is mounted on the vertical slab petrol tank.
In an automotive age of plastic radiator grilles, “genuine
vinyl” upholstery, polyethylene wood-grain appliqué and a
thousand other compromises between craftsmanship and
the giant corporation’s profit-and-loss statement, the Morgan symbolizes a human craving that transcends the automobile itself and demands something better than the massproduction ethic.
Deep within many of us, there is something soul satisfying in the fact that the Morgan car has not changed much
since 1936, when the late H. F. S. Morgan began building “constructing” he would have said - a line of four-wheeled
sports cars alongside his redoubtable sporting threewheelers.
The decision to build four-wheel cars was greeted by
British motorsport enthusiasts of the period as something
of a bloodless revolution in the Morgan factory, an unfortunate pandering to the popular will, as it were. Morgan
himself, assured the press that three wheeled production
would continue. Since then, however, time has stood still
at the Morgan Motor Company in Malvern Link, Worcestershire.
At any given time there will be about 95 cars in various
stages of assembly in the Morgan works - and only 90 men
building them. This is certainly not Detroit.
“It takes three months to build a (Morgan) car,” Bob
Sterne says. “You should see it. All the fancy bending that
takes place to fit the hinges. They fold the metal over wire
and hammer by hand to finish the edges.
“The grille pieces come from 12-foot pieces of brass.
The guy cuts it to fit the opening, then they bend it by
hand. Then he stands there looking at it, holding it up and
comparing it to the other pieces for that grille. Then they
take it all off and have it chromed.”
The grille, of course, has been a matter of some controversy among Morganatics ever since Morgan substituted
the current curved nose for the old stand-up radiator shell
and flared the headlamps into the wings in 1954. Peter
Morgan has said he prefers the older style.
“The big problem is the headlamps,” Peter (P. H. G.
Morgan) told a Road and Track correspondent. “Our supplier discontinued making individually mounted lamps, so
we were forced to the present design.”
The Road and Track writer was like an Islamic trekking
to Mecca, and finding there Allah himself, and asking the

Revered One whether the rumor about God being dead
was true.
George and Bob Sterne once made the pilgrimage to
Malvern Link. You would think that anything Peter Morgan said during their visit came down from the works
office engraved in Arabic letters on granite.
“I was in England in ‘68,” George says. “That was the
first time I ever saw anybody from the factory. They never
sent any reps. We did business by correspondence and
three or four long-distance phone calls in all those years.”
The Morgan is a car you simply cannot walk into a
showroom and buy. Something that is available for neither
love nor money is the stuff of legends. People still tell outrageous stories about the car.
Bob Sterne shakes his head when he tells you that a man
once plunked the full price of a Morgan down on Morgan
Junior’s desk and Peter told him to take his money and
come back in 13 months and his car would be ready.
“We tried to get them to commit themselves to 23 cars a
year,” George says. “The largest number I ever received in
any year was 20.”
Since January, 1970, there have been none.
You can buy a brand new Morgan that looks like a 1936
Morgan anywhere in the world except here or the United
States. Canada virtually copied the U.S. auto safety equipment regulations of 1968 and applied them two years later
to cars built here or imported. Prices on used Morgans
have risen to a form of highway robbery - before you even
get to the highway.
Cortina-engined 4/4s, the continuation of a long British
tradition of low-powered but light weight, precisehandling sports cars, are worth something less than $3,000
as automobiles. Excellent examples are commanding more
than $4,000 these days, an outrageous price.
George Sterne says the Plus 8 is not for sale. But an offer of $7,500 might change his mind. All that money for a
crude, unrefined (but fast) car, different from the humble
4/4 only in that under its centre-hinged butterfly bonnet
lurks a 3.5 litre Rover V8 engine. The Morganatic must
think he is buying more than a machine.
You buy a Morgan to recapture something you probably
never knew. Something you feel in your bones the first
time you shift the gears in an MG. The MG is not enough,
though, because they changed the car to catch the whims
of fashion. You buy a Morgan to feel how it must have
been for the Bentley Boys or Count Johnny Lurani or the
great Tazio Nuvolari to blast around Brooklands or twist
through the mountain switchbacks of the Mille Miglia,
sitting high with Richtofen leather helmets and goggles in
their hairy vintage racers.
They peered over their long centre-hinged bonnets past
outboard fenders, arms flapping to turn big 17-inch steering wheels. First you saw the standup radiator, then the
spare tire as the Bentley 4 1/2 S and Hispanos blatted by.
Morgans bring it all back. And it is fitting that the Mor-

gan man should be George Sterne, a racer of the old
school, a grizzled white-haired man who competed on motorcycles in his youth. Sterne won the last of several Pacific Northwest motorcycle championships in 1931.
He’s still at it - between four wheels now - blasting the
youngsters off the track in his Morgan Plus 8, winner of an
even dozen Pacific Northwest Sports Car Conference
championships since 1954. Sterne turned 60 last April.
When Sterne started racing his MG TD in 1954, you drove
to the track, taped over the headlamps, removed the bumpers and muffler and painted on some numbers, and
presto ... instant racer.
Maybe you fiddled with the carburetors for that little
competitive edge, but that sort of thing was frowned upon.
After three or four hours of fun, you bundled your wife
and junior into the TD and drove home.
No more. To win now, you need a specially-prepared
and modified car. A winning Spitfire will cost close to
$3,000 from the showroom, and about $15,000 more for
goodies to make it a winner. You need a trailer to bring it
to the track, because it would be impractical and illegal on
the road. And, of course, a tow car.
So you glance around Sterne Motors for the car that has
dominated West Coast production sports car racing in
these parts since Sterne imported it in 1969. Where is this
stark, stripped, modified Morgan Plus 8 that has left the
best Westwood has to offer in its exhaust fumes as predictably as death, taxes, and the rising cost of crankshaft
bearings?
“This is the race car,” Sterne the Elder says. With a
kid’s cookie-jar theft grin he points to a black and white
Morgan on the garage hoist.
The car has a windshield, a heater, street tires, a stock
muffler. Fair enough, you say. Except that racing cars have
none of these. And - can this be? - a radio. A vision occurs: World Champion Jackie Stewart approaches the hairpin Masta Kink at Spa, Belgium, and blows the corner, the
race, and the Belgium Grand Prix trying to tune in the
Brussels FM rock station. An announcement for all you
guys who’ve been trying to beat G. B. Sterne all these
years: He races with a radio in his car. Mind you, he takes
off the aerial for the race.
Today, when racing cars are so speed tuned that they
stall at anything below 3,000 RPM (or 60 miles per hour in
fourth gear), George Sterne drives his racing car to work
everyday. He drives it to the races, too. And, if the race is
out of town, he screws on a trailer hitch and pulls a trailer
with his racing tires on it.
“They flipped in Edmonton when they saw me. They
weren’t going to let me into the track. They said, “Where’s
your racing car?” I said, “Back there in the trailer.”
“This is the way racing used to be years ago. Not many
guys still do it. That other thing (special track cars, trailers,
tow cars) is too expensive. Not many guys can keep up
with it,” George says.

Bob Sterne adds: “A Datsun 240Z from Pete Brock
costs $20,000. Then it’ll cost you $1,200 a weekend for an
engine rebuild. Then if your unlucky enough to blow an
engine, that’s $3,500. Nobody can keep up with that.”
George pointed to the Plus 8. “Believe it or not that car
never had the rocker covers off, let alone the heads, for
three years on the track. It got valves, clutch, bearings and
rings this spring,” he said, “and, more than halfway
through the racing season, I haven’t done anything since.
Haven’t even had a spark plug out. It’s silly, but that’s
true.
When it’s worn out you have to bore it. Fine. But that
costs money - boring, new pistons and so on. I refuse to
spend that money just to get a few more bloody horsepower,” he says.
“The Morgan has 36,200 miles on it, and half of that’s
flat out on the racetrack. That car’s been to Mexico . . .
Christ, I’ve been all over the country in it,” George says.
“I decided to prove to the buying public how good a Morgan was - just the way the company built it,” he says. “It’s
not built as a race car. It’s an ordinary road car.”
It was around 1956 that George was looking for something to replace his 1952 MG TD. “I needed some more
room but I needed a sports car. My son Bob got so big
(he’s now 240 pounds on a six-foot-four-inch frame) that
we couldn’t stuff him in any longer.”
By 1956 Morris Garages had discarded outboard fenders
and standup radiators and were about to introduce the
streamlined MGA. Sterne was miffed at such outright
flouting of tradition. When he saw a Morgan in an English
sports car magazine, he ordered one.
“I thought if I liked an open sports car like the TD but
with more space, others probably would, too,” George explains. Sterne wrote to the Morgan Motor Company to
suggest starting a west coast dealership, but Morgan replied that he should direct his inquiries to the Canadian
Morgan dealer in Windsor, Ontario.
“They said they were pleased that I was interested in
their cars, but what good would it be to have an agency
here when they didn’t have any cars to supply? It took me
nine months of correspondence to become a dealer. I finally wrote a very patriotic letter saying Canada was part
of the Commonwealth and they were neglecting British
subjects on the West Coast. Then they agreed. They told
me not to expect more than 3 or 4 cars a year.”
George snickers. “Heh, heh! I got nine cars in the first
18 months. It was never any trouble to sell all the Morgans
I could get out of the company. The reason I race the Morgan is because it is fun and it is advertising. The kind of
people who buy the Morgan are the people who go out to
the tracks. Half the people I know who own Morgans
never drive fast but they like to think they can race anybody in any car and win.”
The long Sterne Motors lunch hour is over, and Bob and
George Sterne direct their attention to the black-and-white

Plus 8. They are preparing the car for a Conference of
Sports Car Clubs meet at Westwood. All they do is bleed
the brake lines. And, oh yes, they also polish the car. Then
they turn their attention to customers’ cars.
“Where is old George, old G. B. Sterne?” they are asking. All the entries are lined up for the production sports
car race. Bob Sterne is sitting in his Morgan 4/4, and
George’s Plus 8 rival, Al Allinson, gets a good luck kiss
from his wife, Elsie. The three young Allinsons are decked
out in orange and black shirts, to match their father’s race
car.
George is sitting in his old Cortina station wagon. He
slowly zips on his Nomex overalls. He is very calm, and
converses quietly with Lydia, who is Mrs. Sterne. Lydia is
a good person to talk to before a race. She raced the TD
and they say she was very competitive in her own Morgan
Super Sport a few years back.
She wears matching glasses and earrings with a checkered flag pattern, and a checkered baseball cap with a Morgan crest on the front. Several stop watches hang from her
neck, over her nylon racing jacket. Like the rest of the
Westwood racing fraternity, she calls her husband G. B.
When Lydia announces that she is off to the timer’s stand,
it is a good sign that G. B. will soon climb into his car.
This particular Sunday, George had qualified fifth fastest of all the cars at the track. The only cars with faster
qualifying times were the exotic sports-racing prototypes the Brabhams and Chevrons and other pure racers - and a
couple of Grand Prix-style open wheeled racers. He beat
most of the pure racers in practice. Old George beat them
in his Morgan, a 1936 design with a front suspension patented in 1910.
Still, he is angry with his lap of 1.19:8. “Somebody
spilled oil on the track,” he says, by way of apology.
Lydia helps George into the Morgan, buckles him in,
and pats him on the shoulder. The Plus 8 burbles off to
join the competition.
Because the Plus 8’s of Sterne and Allinson are the most
powerful motorcars on the track, they start at the back of
the grid, along with a hapless Mustang. Halfway through
the race, Allinson had passed a pack of MGs and Datsuns
and closed the gap between himself and Sterne to about
three seconds. It was as close as he came.
Sterne had been motoring around Westwood in almost
leisurely fashion, lapping everybody but Allinson at least
twice. Number four would scream down the straight. Then,
with only a subtle change in the exhaust note, George
shifts down to third under the overhead bridge preparing
for the Carousel, a sweeping, banked turn. Then, touch the
brakes. Down into second. It is all so smooth, like an automatic transmission. No unseemly grinding, no loud blatting from too many revs. Then he accelerates through the
Carousel.
Somebody standing at the wire mesh fence watches, like

a ballet enthusiast watching Nureyev lifting Dame Margot
Fonteyn at the climax of a spectacular pas de deux. He
tells the sweet young thing beside him that if you fly over
the course in a helicopter the curves and straights will spell
out S-T-E-R-N-E. “Really?” she asks.
Sterne steps up the pace when he sees Allinson’s orange
car in his rear-view mirror behind him in the straight. He
steps up the pace. He lops about two seconds off his lap
times. Allinson closes the gap to about 10 seconds, but
runs out of time.
Ho hum! Sterne wins again.
Lydia shares G.B.’s victory lap, the checkered flag flapping in her hands and setting off her glasses, earrings, and
cap. Later, she drinks beer while the rest of her family enjoy vodka screwdrivers while the sun sets. Al Allinson’s
Morgan is aboard its trailer, while George’s car has its
bumpers, muffler and windshield mounted for the drive
home.
Allinson is a good sport about it all. “Why does he beat
me? I guess it’s the radio that makes him faster, huh?
Or maybe it’s just 14 more years’ experience.”
[MC: Thanks to Graham Bailey for finding the rest of this
article for me. Cheers Graham.]

Sterne’s business card circa 1972

1974
VETERAN DRIVER COLLECTS HIS
Special to Westwood
July 1974 Westwood
Westwood is fifteen years old this July, but it is a
youngster compared to one of the drivers. George Beatty
Sterne, known to one and all as “G.B.,” is now 62 years
old. At the first race of this year he won his 170th first
place trophy.
“G.B.” started sports car racing at age 42, attending his
first race in October, 1954, in a MG TD. He joined the
Sports Car Club of British Columbia in 1955, and raced at

Abbotsford and other circuits in his MG until the fall of
1956. At this time he became Western Canada Importer
for Morgan Sports Cars, and in 1957 began racing a Morgan Four-Seater. In 1958, “G.B.” won his first race, and
also his first racing Championship, with the International
Conference of Sports Car Clubs.
The first I.C.S.C.C. race was held in 1956, and since
then “G.B.” has only missed one race. In July 1959, Westwood Racing Circuit was opened, and “G.B.” was there.
Since that time, he has only missed three regular race
weekends at Westwood (an average of about seven weekends a year), and has competed in ten of the fourteen endurance events. Also in 1959, “G.B.” won his way onto
the Racing Drivers Committee of the S.C.C.B.C., and has
been active there ever since.
“G.B.” is now driving his sixth Morgan sports car, and
since 1956 has raced no other make. To date, he has won a
total of 389 trophies, 170 of which are first; 26 S.C.C.B.C.
Championships, 8 of which were overalls; 17 I.C.S.C.C.
Championships; and 2 C.A.S.C. B.C. Region Championships, 1 of which was an overall. Included in his 170 race
wins was a first overall in the 1964 Westwood Enduro,
with co-driver Dave Ogilvy. In addition, “G.B.” and codriver Richard Evans won the Index of Performance
Award in the 1968 Enduro.
Believing in strictly production racing, “G.B.” has always driven his car to the track. The most distant race he
has attended in this manner was the C.A.S.C. National
Championships at Mosport, Ontario, in 1972. Both “G.B.”
and his son Robert qualified locally for the trip, and drove
nearly 3,000 miles to the runoffs, towing a small trailer of
racing tires behind their cars.
“G.B.’s” immediate family includes his wife, Lydia, a
son, Robert and his wife Margaret; and another son William, his wife Fay, and their three sons. Bob started racing
a Morgan in 1970, and works with his father in the Morgan dealership. Bill, on the other hand, is a LieutenantColonel in the Air Force, preferring his speed a little
higher off the ground. Both Lydia and Margaret are very
keen about racing, and double as the pit crew. “G.B.” and
Bob have co-driven in two endurance races in Morgans, of
course.
In addition to his driving efforts, “G.B.” has been a hard
worker. He was a charter member of the Victoria Motor
Sports Club, and was president twice. He was also a charter member of the I.C.S.C.C., was Vice-President for five
years and Novice License Director for three. He has also
served as both V.M.S.C. and S.C.C.B.C. representative to
the I.C.S.C.C. In addition, in 1969, he was nominee for the
“Sportsman of the Year Award” presented by the Columbian Newspaper.
“G.B.” Sterne and his son Bob are both driving the same
car this year, a white and black Morgan 4/4, “G.B.” under
his familiar number 4, and his son as number 14.

G. B. Sterne—Morgan
Move over Stirling, George has you beaten Getting his start at 42, he’s won 170 auto races
The Vancouver Sun
By Alan Daniels
Saturday, July 13, 1974
George B. Sterne, who is 62 and a racing driver, wishes
to make a minor amendment to the Guinness Book of
World Records.
The book lists former world champion Stirling Moss as
the most successful racing car driver ever, the winner of
167 races, including 16 Grand Prix titles.* “I have won
170 races, as of April 7 this year,” says Sterne. “Of course,
Stirling Moss is famous and I am nobody, but first place is
first place and I have the trophies to prove it.”
[* MC’s note: A memo from Gerry Wilburn corrects
the above statement. Says Wilburn, “I noticed one
glaring error in the story by Alan Daniels. Sir Stirling Moss NEVER was World Champion. He was
the most successful driver NOT TO HAVE BEEN
World Champion. He also holds the record for having won the most F1 races by a non-champion. That
record was eclipsed for a short time by Nigel
Mansel, but he went on to win a championship and
gave the record back to Sir Stirling.”]
Indeed he has. Trophies are packed three deep into cabinets flanking his living room fireplace and they overflow
to the offices of Sterne Motors on Grandview Highway, a
shiny accompaniment to the usual bare breasted calendar
girls so beloved by the motor trade.
“I have 389 trophies in all,” Sterne says. “I was hoping
to break 400 this year, but I don’t think I’m going to make
it.

“I drive what is essentially a showroom production line
car, but I compete in the modified class, which means I
reel against drivers who have spent maybe $5,000 or more
hotting up their cars, and the only place I should ever finish is dead last.
“But, you know, the hotter you make a car, the more
brittle it becomes. Some of those guys go past me like I’m
tied to a stump, but 15 minutes after the start they can be
sitting on the sideline with something or other broken
down.
“If you don’t finish a race and get the checkered flag,
you don’t win anything in this business.”
Sterne was 41 when he became a racing driver - the age
when most drivers have retired. He raced a 4 seater Morgan.
“My boy was just a lad and we had to have a four-seater
to get us about,” he says. “I used to pack the family and a
picnic basket and drive to the track, enter the race, and,
hopefully, drive home again.
“It was always a bit of a joke on Vancouver Island
where we lived. The Morgan four-seater was not a handsome car. People used to say I drove the fastest pick-up
truck on the island.”
Success, however - and there was plenty of that - did not
spoil G. B. Sterne. Two years ago he qualified for the national finals at Mosport.
“Every other driver put their car on a trailer to get it to
Mosport,” he says. “I hitched a trailer (full of spare parts)
and drove there. When we got to Mosport, we unhooked
the trailer and drove the race, hooked the trailer back up
again and drove home - via California.
“We recon we did 8,000 miles on that trip - including
what I drove in the race.”
Sternes motor racing debut was less than auspicious.
“It was at a B.C. Sports Car Club meeting at Abbotsford
Airport in 1954,” he recalls, “and it was rather a sad experience. I rolled my car, an old MG TD, on to its side.
"We figured later that my tires were too soft for racing.
Nobody had told me you have to put more air in your tires.
“We didn’t have racing tires in those days. Today everybody is trained. We have a drivers’ school and only drivers
who reach a certain proficiency are allowed to race. In the
old days we didn’t even have roll bars.
“Anyway, my car wasn’t badly damaged, but I had
taken off the windshield to run the race and when the car
went on its side it damaged the bracket and it was impossible to put the windshield back in.
“It was pouring with rain and I had to drive from Abbotsford to Vancouver that night to find a place where it
could be fixed at least good enough to get us home. Without the windshield on we couldn’t put the roof up. My
wife was with me and she got soaked. I was surprised after
that, that I ever got her near a race track again. Actually,
she is as keen as I am.”
The Sternes helped found the International Conference

of Sports Car Clubs which sanctions regular races in Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia.
On Sunday at the Westwood circuit, Port Coquitlam,
Sterne and his familiar Morgan will join 200 other drivers
competing in six races. The day will revive special memories. Sterne was on the starting line when Westwood first
opened 15 years ago this month.
“I have been around the Westwood track probably twice
as many times as anyone else in North America,” he says.
“People say I could go round it blindfolded, and they’re
probably right.”
Isn’t motor racing supposed to be dangerous?
G. B. Sterne smiles indulgently. "They tell me that at
some tracks in Europe, protesters carry signs saying
‘Motor racing is dangerous.’ Certainly, to a point, that is
true. So is mountain climbing, but you don’t hear a public
hue and cry when somebody falls off a mountain. Racing
drivers know what they are doing, Their cars are as mechanically perfect as they can make them and usually
they’re all going in the same direction.”
“A lot of drivers feel the most dangerous part is towing
their cars to the track.
“The International Conference has sanctioned hundreds
of races and hundreds of thousands of miles of high speed
driving and the number of serious accidents has been negligible. The percentages are so low you can practically forget it.”
Westwood Gets Sterne Reminder
The Vancouver Province, October 7, 1974
COQUITIAM—The years go by and Burnaby’s G. B.
Sterne keeps right on winning international conference
driving championships.
Sterne, who has driven a Morgan at Westwood circuit
since the 1.8 mile circuit opened in 1959, Sunday won his
18th conference class title. He finished fifth in his class but
it was good enough to clinch the E Improved Production
title. Entering Sunday’s 10th and final ICSCC meet of the
season, Sterne led his class by 12 points.
The other B.C. driver who clinched a class title Sunday
was Ken Coupland of Trail. Coupland is preparing his
Chevron for next weekend’s season-ending Province 500
Endurance test, but drove a Toyota Sunday and still finished high enough to take C Sports Racing.
A bid by Portland’s Don Smethers to win three class
titles failed when he first blew the engine in his Porsche
during practice, borrowed another Porsche from Portland’s
Gord Barron but could not overtake Coupland in sports
racing. Smethers did win E Production by one point over
Burnaby’s Al Allinson but that was the only title he
earned.
Ron Householder of Portland led from start to finish and
had the days fastest lap of 1:06.6 in winning the featured
Formula event.

That left it to a driver with the unlikely name of Hubart
Kuckelkorn of Kelowna to narrowly win the $500, 15-lap
Formula V special race over Bob Boyd of Camby, Oregon.
.

1975
Auto Biography
By Nicole Strickland
Pat Wallace, Editor
Friday, September 12, 1975
If I stand long enough staring at the cars in George
Sterne’s lot, perhaps Elvis Presley will come along and
buy me a used one. Failing that, maybe we’ll strike oil on
our property and then I’ll purchase one of those lovely,
funky sports cars.
Actually, we have discovered oil. It’s on the driveway
and it comes from the leak in my Volkswagen’s crankcase . . . and I’m still no closer to owning a Morgan.
Morgans - for many years the object of my covetous
admiration - are George Sterne’s business, or more accurately they were, until federal regulations prohibited the
importing of the snazzy little roadsters into North America.
I am not the only person in town with a mania for Morgans. George Sterne has two of his own - one for racing,
one for street driving. His son Bob owns one, too, as do
about 75 other lower mainlanders.
All of them, including the Sternes, are driving older
model cars - no Morgan made after January 1, 1971 may
be import into Canada. The reason: the cars don’t comply
with federal regulations. “Don’t call them safety regulations,” growls Sterne.
Morgans don’t have padded head rests, padded sun visors or padded dash boards. They lack door buzzers, five
m.p.h. crash bumpers, side marker lights and reflectors.
Not that England’s Morgan Motor Company hasn’t tried to
meet our standards. A small family business in operation
since 1910, the company takes a full three months to construct one car. Every model is hand assembled and hand
painted. There is no assembly line production.
Building one car per day, the company is two to three
years behind on orders from all over the world. Because of
government regulations, there are no orders from Canada
and the United States.
“At first Morgan tried to adhere to the regulations,” says
Sterne, who formerly sold the cars and now repairs the few
remaining in town, "but their first regulation car took three
years to build and in that period the regulations changed
half-a-dozen times.
“It’s pretty doubtful if the cars will ever be sold in North
America again. It all depends so much on the regulations
and if the regulations keep changing there isn’t a hope.”
The great charm of the cars stems from their styling -

while the engine is mechanically modern, the design of the
car’s frame is 90 years old.
Says Sterne: “The car is different - at the moment,
there’s nothing like it anywhere else in the world.”
Sterne’s involvement with the cars arose because “I
wanted one for myself, so I decided to open a dealership.”
His Sterne Motors shop on Burnaby’s Grandview highway
opened 11 years ago.
Now a 63-year-old grandfather, Sterne still races his
1970 4/4 Morgan with the 1600cc Cortina engine. He
guesses he has “more than 395 trophies” won racing Morgans over the past 18 years.
Wife Lydia, a former racer herself who now does the
books at the shop, corrects the man she calls Super Sport:
“You have 397 trophies, dear.”
Sterne rubs his short grey brush cut and defers to his
wife’s more-up-to-date count.
Of Morgans, he says: “The original roadsters built 50
years ago had no windshield or tops. The car was open and
the driver wore goggles.”
And even today, no one would give the Morgan a fivestar rating for comfort.
“In this day and age,” says Sterne, rising to the defence
of the car we both dote on, “90 per cent of our driving is
done on good roads. Morgans don’t provide a cushion soft
ride, but compare favourably with most sports cars.

“The Morgan’s big thing is that it’s completely different, and can out-stop and out-start almost anything on the
road.”
Used machines, says Sterne, appreciate in value “at a
fantastic rate - one bought for $5,500 a few years ago recently sold for $8,500.”
The new cars start at $5,500 for the Cortina engine models and over $9,500 for, the two-seater V8.
Says Sterne, “Up to 1967, there were four Morgan importers in North America: Los Angeles, New York, Windsor, and me. New York folded. L.A. still dabbles with
Morgans but doesn’t stock a great many parts. The place in
Windsor has practically gone out of any business related to
Morgans. I seem to be the only one left who still stocks
parts or attempts to get them.
“Even at that, we have to order parts a year in advance,
and ship them all over North America.”
Sterne permits me a minute or two in the driver’s seat of
his two-seater racer. “This is the last car Customs allowed
into the country, far as I know” he says.
I smell the leather seats. Commandingly yank the woodrimmed steering wheel. Adjust the rear view mirror. Play
with the gearshift knob.
Regardless, I’ll go on dreaming and get that crankcase
leak repaired after all.

